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In order to develop a passive-type personal dosIffieter based on plastic nuclear回 .ckdetector (PNTD) for 
high・energyneutrons， a selection of radiator material and its thickness is one of key-points as well as utilization of 
high部 nsitivetype ofPNTD.百leradiator effi巴cthas been prelinlinarily estimated by numerical calculations using the 
angular differential cross section and characteristic data for eharged particle detection with PNTD. A hydrogen 
compound， commonly used as a radiator， was expωted to be not so e質的tivefor energetic neutrons higher than 10 
M巴V，so that a deuterized material was checked as one of吐lealtematives.百leperfonnance of these materials has 
been inv凶 tigatedthrough experiments in a quasi‘monoenergetic neutron field， and the measured results were 
compared with those obtained numerical1y. It was also recognized that the dependence of relative sensitivity on the 
radiator thickness was considerable a:ffected by a contamination of lower energy component in the neutron field. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years， accelerated proton beam and secondary 
neutrons have been widely utilized for a variety of 

up-to・dateapplications to material science， environment 
science， life science， medical cancer therapy， etc. A great 
number of accelerator facilities have already been in steady 

operation， and more are in construction or planning in many 
countries. In Japan， a collaborative big project of JAERI 
(Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute) and KEK (High 
Energy Accelerator Research Organization) is now in 
progress. Such a proton beam eventually generates 
high圃 energyneutrons in slowing down or stopping in a 
materia1. These neu仕onsare harder to be detected than lower 
ones， because the e自 ciencyof the existing monitors and 
dosimeters becomes lower. Hence， it is very important to 

monitor them correct1y， in other words， to establish a 
countermeasure for efficient detection of high-energy 
neu仕onsfor radiation protection purpose. 1) 

The detectors in actual radiation prot邸 iiondosimetry are 
c1assified into two categories， which respond to the dose rate 
at a working place and th巴 personaldose to a worker， 
respectively. The fixed area monitors and portable 
survey-meters belong to on巴groupof active detectors. The 
other is personal dosimeters， which are further subdivided 
into real-time response typ巴 and accumulation type 
according to the length ofmeasurement time period. For X-
or γ~rays， for instance， a pocket-type semiconductor detector 

and a glass dosimeter (radio-photo-luminescence) are typical 
of two groups of personal dosimeters. For neutrons with 
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energies lower than 14MeV， a semiconductor dosimeter and 
plastic nuclear track detector (PNTD) replace them， 
respectively. 

It has already been pointed out that the prevailing PNTD 
such as CEし39detector has less sensitivity to high-energy 
neutrons because of a di伍cultyin registering energetic 
proton. recoils.z-4) The use of the detector without any 

corrections would bring about a s巴riousunderestimate of th巴
radiation dose and dose rate. Thus， the authors started to 
develop an advance technique for more e血cientdet巴ctionof 
high-energy neutrons. The experimental studies require a 
well-defined and clean neutron source， such as TIARA 
(Takasaki， Ion Accelerator for Advanced Radiation 
Application) facilitぁJAERI.

In order to increase the detection e伍ciency，it is 

necessary to make two m~りor improvements; one is to find a 
most s巴nsitivePNTD element， and the other to sensi討zeit 

with an appropriate radiator supplying charged particles to 

PNTD. 
In the previous experiments5-7)， we checked the 

performance of three types of PNTDs;“BARYOTRAK円 of

pureCR・39plastic，“TD-l" of an improved-type CR圃 39and 

“TNド1"of a co・pol戸nerbased on CR・39，which w巴re
made by Fukuvi Chemical Co吋Ltd.，Japan. From a 
comparison among them in relative e伍ciencyfor 65圃MeV
neu仕ondetection and in optical property after chemical 
etching， “TD・・1円 was chosen as a promising element， which 
is CR・-39plastic containing a small amount of anti-oxydant. 
As to the radiator， we investigated the effect of four types of 
radiator materials; polyethylene (CHz)， deuterized 
do出acontane(C32D66)， lithium fluoride (LiF) and graphite 
(C). It was found that the increased sensitivity of the 
deuterized material exceeded that of CH2 for a relatively thin 

radiator of the order of a fl巴whundreds of mg/cmへandthat 
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For a given angle， all the latent仕ackscan not be 
observed as etch-pits because of both critical-angle and 
pit回 sizeconditions described above. Figure 1 represents 
upper and lower energies， which was calculated by using th巴
response data of TD同 1detector to protons reported by Ogura 
et a1.8) The partic1e tracks between the cut-off energies can 
be countable as etch圃pits.Then， z-integral in eq. (1) is 
replaced by the difference between the rang巴scorresponding 
to both energies. 

other materials ofLiF and C worked unsatisfactorily. 
We proceed the study on high-energy neutron dosimetry 

to the next step. It is the purpose ofthis report to confirm the 
effect for a radiator thicker than g/cm2， comparable with the 
maximum range of recoil partic1es. A theoretical approach 
was also tried to support the巴xperimentalresults. 
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3. Resulis ofNumerical Calculations 
The results of numerical calculations of巴q.(1) are 

summarized in Fig. 2， where enhanc巴mentin detection 
effici巴ncyis shown as a function of radiator thickness for 
several n巴u仕on energies. A hydrocarbon such as 
polyethyl巴neis most popular as a radiator for fast neutrons， 
but a gelled water is assumed in this ca1culation by 
experimental reasons stated in th巴 succeedingsection. It is 
recognized that the effect saturates near the thickn回 S

comparable with the proton range of the maximum recoi1 
energy， and that a relatively thick radiator of the order of 
g/cm2 is required for several tens of MeV. In general， it 
becomes more difficult for PNTD to catch proton recoi1s as 
the neutron energy increases. The kinematics suggests 
another candidate of massive partic1e， deuteron. A dotted 

Numerical Calculations of Radiaior Effecis 

1. Calcula姐onModel 
The etch-pit formation in PNTD exposed to fast neutrons 

tak巴:splace in two steps; production of secondary charged 
partic1es through neutron interactions with constituent atoms 
in PNTD and radiator materials， and visualization of their 
latent tracks by the chemical etching. The ov巴ralldetection 
efficiency is the sum of two components of the intrinsic 
e狂iciencyand the enhancement by the radiatorヲ whichare 
distinguished by the position of charged partic1e production， 
i.e. inside or outside the PNTD. It is well known that the 
latter dominates for neutron energies higher than several 
hundreds of kev.2-4) The radiator effectラ increas巴 inthe 
e団ciencyby a radiator， is defined here as the number of 
charged partic1es per incident neutron， which are generated 
in the radiator， reach PNTD and are observed as etch-pits. It 
is expressed by the following formula of double integral of 
the interaction yield with respect to th巴 solidangle， (2 and 
the depth in the radiator， z: 

ε=NHZω 
where N is the number density of atomic nuc1ei interacting 
withn巴utronand σis the cross section for the interaction. 

The integral range in eq. (1) should be limited by two 
major conditions characteristic of chemically etched PNTDs. 
On巴 isso-called critical angle condition， by which inc1ined 
latent tracks are eliminated. The other is related with a 
recognition of smal1巴tc1トpitswith an optical microscope 
and image processing system， which ref1ects on the 
reduction of z-integral range. 
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2. Procedure ofNumerical Calculaiions 
The following assumptions were made in the preliminary 

calculations; 
1) con仕ibutionof partic1es heavier than proton or deuteron 
is ignored because oftheir short range， 

2) neither attenuation of incident neutron nor multiple 
scattering in the radiator is， for simplicity， taken into 
account， and 

3) the etch rate ratio， an important param巴terof response of 
PNTD to charged partic1es， is independent of the angle of 
incline. 
The energy-depend巴ntcross sections were referred to the 

nuc1巴ardata file， ENDF/B-VI of newest v巴rsion.The 
differential cross sections， given in the files as a function of 
neutron scattering angle in the center of mass system， are 
converted into those with respect to the angle of recoil 
partic1es in the laboratory system. 
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Dependence ofthe increase in detection e伍ciencyupon
the radiator thickness 
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One ofmajor reasons ofthis discrepancy is considered to 
be a contamination of lower energy neutrons in a 
quasi向monoenergeticfield. An exact energy spectrum has 
already been measured by Baba et al.，9)ぉ isshown by a 
dotted line in Fig. 5. The distribution was divided， for 
simplicity， into several parts shown by a solid line， and the 
contribution of each component was summed up by 
weighting the fractional portion. Figure 6 shows the result 

obtained in this procedure， together with that for 
mono-energetic neutron field. It is found that the increase 
pattem is sensitively affected by lower energy neutrons. 
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line in Fig. 2 represents the results for 40・恥i[eVneu仕onsfor 
a heavy water (D20) radiator. The saturation value for D20 
radiator does not exceed that for H20， but is attained by 
thinner radiator owing to short range of deuteron recoils. 

The saturated value， which is considered to be an ideal 
case， is plotted against the neutron energy in Fig. 3 for 
respective radiators. The hydrogen radiator is sti11 more 
effective for all the energies except near 30 MeY. It is found 
from Figs. 1 and 2 that the superiority between two 
materials should depend on both the neutron energy and the 
radiator thickness. The fact suggests a technique for control 

of the energy dependence by a combination of two types of 
radiator materials. Such an a恥 mptis now in progress and 
will be stated in near future.3) 
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Fig.4 Measured etch-pit density as a :function ofthe radiator 
出icknessfor 65-MeV quasi-monoenergetic neutrons. 
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As was described above， the response of PNTD with a 
thick radiator to quasi-monoenegetic neutrons has been 
discussed both theoretical1y and experimental1y. The 
thickness， however， is one of the critical problems for 

practical applications to personal dosimetry; namely it is 
appropriate to reduce the weight of the radiator for 
convenience. Another important problem stiU remains to 
adjust the energy dependence of the overal1 sensitivity to 
that ofthe conversion factor for radiation protection pu叩ose
shown as Hp(10) in Fig. 3. We expect a two幽layertype 

radiator2) is one of promising techniques to control the 
energy depend巴nce.

A neutron irradiation experiment was carried out at 

TIARA， JAERI， where quasi-monoenergetic neutrons were 
generated by bombarding a lithium target with an 
accelerated proton beam. These neu佐onswer巴guidedto an 
irradiation room through 220・cmthick iron col1imator9)， and 
then hit TD-l detectors. 

We searched a deuterized material appropriate for 
radiator. A dotriacontane， C32D66 is one of candidates but too 
expensive for preparing a thick radiator of the order of g/cm2• 

So， we utilized heavy water in this experiment， which was 
gelled by adding 1 % agarose. 

TD-l detectors were then chemical1y etched in a stirred 7M 
NaOH solution at 70 oC. The number of etch-pits was 
counted wIth a semトautomatedsystem consisting of an 
optical microscope， imag巴 processingsystem and p巴rsonal
computer. 

The results were summarized in Fig. 4， where the 
incremental etch-pit density was plotted against the radiator 
thickness. For thinner radiators below 2 g/cm2， D20 radiator 
dominates H20 as was predicted by numerical calculations. 
The measured dependence on the thickness， however， is a 
convex shape different1y 仕om a concave pattem for 
monoenergetic neuむonsshown in Fig. 2. 

Experimental Results and Discussion 111. 
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IY. Condusion 

As part of a study on personal dosimetry of high-energy 
neu仕ons，a sensitization by radiators was discussed. The 
incr岡 田 inthe sensitivity has been obtained experimentally 
for a thick radiator of the order of a few g/cm2. It was 
con:firmed that the thickness dependenc巴 ofthe radiator 
effect was modi:fied sensitively by contamination of lower 
energy neu仕ons.The e国ciencyhas also been calculated 
under several simpli:fied conditions. The resu1ts showed that 
th巴 effectof deuterized material should巴xceedthat of 
hydrogen radiator for neutrons of about 30 MeY. Such a 
deuterized material or a combination of two materials is 
expected to be a special radiator for high-energy neutrons. 
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